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Chapter 1

I NTRODUCT i ON

1.1 History of Precision Atomic Mass Determinations

The history of atomic mass determinations begins with the discovery

of isotopes. The discovery of radioactivity by Becquerel in 1896 sparked

interest in the study of the decay of the heavy elements. By 1910, Soddy

seriousìy put forth the idea that atoms which were chemicaììy similar

might have different radioactíve properties and atomic weights" By 1912"

J.J"Thomsor¡ urith his positive ray parabo'|4 found strong evidence for the

existence of two components of different mass in a samp'le of'neon, where

the masses r,rere integral multiples of the atomic weight of hydrogen"

F¡¡rther work by Soddy on radioactive elements was proceeding paralleì to

Thomson's work. In 1913, papers were published which established the

existence of elements having the same chemical properties but different

atomic weights. It was at this time that Soddy suggested the word

isotopes (íooç, equal; r6ro4,pìace) because these new elements occupied

the same place in the períodic table.

Definite proof of the existence of stable isotopes in the ìÍght

elements, howevere uras delayed until the completion of the fírst mass

spectrograph by Aston in 1919" The use of this instrument, and 'improved

models of it , by Aston led to the discovery of many of the stable

isotopes found in nature. At about the same time,A.J.Dempster had com-

pÏeted his 1800 magnetic deflection instrument. Dempster also made

importantcontributionstothedíscoveryofnewisotopes
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Aston recognized that the deviatíons jn mass from whole numbers

were significant and used his machine to measure precisely the atomic

mass of many isotopes on the mass scal. i60 = 16 amu. The results of

these systematic jnvestigat'ions were summarized in the packing fraction

curve where the packing fract'ion, ¡ = (M-A)/4, is plotted against A"

In the subsequent years, the upheaval in nuclear physics paralleled

the growth of mass spectrometry. In the earìy thirties, K.T.BaÍnbridge,

w'ith a modified version of Dempster's i80o instrument, provided the first
experimental evidence of Einstein's mass-energy reìationship"

In the twenties and early thjrt'ies,studies were made on the focusing

properties of positive ions in static electromagnetic fields" This r,rork

was summarized by Herzog (1934) who gave general equations describing

these focusing properties. Soon after, several double focusing 'instru-

ments were constructed on the basis of this work for the study of atomic

masses and mass differences.

Further, a great improvement in accuracy in the results for the

heavier end of the mass table was achieved by Dempster in the mid-thirties.

The extensÍon of the packing fraction curve in the heavíer end of the mass

spectrum brought out some structural features in the curve which were not

previousìy evident. These structural features were interpreted to include

a violent deterioration in the nuclear stability near A = 90. An expìa-

nation of this interpretation was given by the nuclear shell model

proposed by Mayer (1949) and Haxel, Jensen, and Suess (i949). This model

proposes "shell" c'losures at 28,50,82, and 126 protons or neutrons.

Shortìy after the appearance of this model, its predictions on the effect

of the bínding energies of nuclei containing numbers of protons or

neutrons equal to these "magic numbers" were experimenta'l1y verified (for
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example Duckworth and Preston 1951). Reflecting the modern understan-

ding of the structure of the atom, current practice is to rep'lace the

packÍng fraction with the binding energy per nucleon when describing

the variation of average nuclear binding"

In a paral'lel development, advances were made in the theory of

positive ion optics in electrostatic and magnetic fields. Improve-

ments in instrumental design resulted from the studies of second-order

focusing theory, especially the work of Hintenberger and König,(1959).

In their studies, they derived the ion optical equations for magnetic and

electric sectors in terms of their geometry and proposed a number of

arrangements with focusíng to second order (section 2"3)" Manitoba II,
the mass spectrometer used in this work, is one of these.

l¡,ithin the last twenty years, the accuracy of mass difference

determinations was improved so that graphs of two neutron binding energies

(Sen) versus A and two proton binding energies (SZp) versus A revealed

features less dramatic than the changes of slope at shell closures" In

particular the mass effect associated with the onset of nuclear deformation

at N = 88 has been studied in this laboratory (Duckworth et.al., 1969).

The study of precise atomic mass differences has been extended throughout

the region of the rare earths and above"

As the accuracy of the separation energies in this region was

improved, severaì features in the Srn versus even-N plot were made evident

and were associated wìth changes in nuclear shape" For example in a recent

paper (Sharma et.al., 1977), a least squares adjustment of atomic mass

differences in the region 68-( A.< 72 was presented with interpretations of

of irregularities in the separation energy curves"

More recently, work has been done by Kozier (1977, 1980) on the
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elenlent mercury. These measurements represent some of the most precise

atomic mass difference determinations to date from this laboratory"

Kozier, with Manitoba II, achieved a precis'ion in doublet determinations

of nearly 1 part in 109 and resolution of 1/500,000. This precjsion

represents errors in double separations of less than .4uu at mass 270.

The work presented in this theses is an extension of Kozier's work amongst

the mercury'isotopes.

FÍnall.y, ,it should also be noted that the experimentaì techniques

and apparatus developed in the work with stable isotopes in this labo-

ratory is being expìo'ited in an attempt to study unstable nuclides"

þforkonahel'ium jet transport system (Venkatasubramanian et.âl ., 1g7g),

and the couplÍng of it to Manitoba Ii, is in advanced stages. Measure-

ments of short lived nuclides, created in the University of l'{anitoba

cyclotron and transported about 100m to Manitoba II,will take p'lace in the

near future.

1.2 Alternate Methods of Atomic Mass Determinations

Alpha Decay. The aipha of

4.,
7x-

decay

A-4u
7-2'

a nucleus may be written as:

ll

iHe + Q t-t

where Q represents the total amount of energy released from the kinetic

energy of the alpha particìe and the recoiì energy of the disintegrating

nucleus. Since the mass of |fle is well knov¡n, the precision of the mass

difference between the parent and daughter atoms is I imited by the

precision with which Q can be determined. The uncertainty of most of

the alpha decay measurements included in the 1977 Atomic Mass Evaluation

raì.Iìgt-'s 1l'c¡tt ?-lt.çY 'i.ir f.jíjì,..:ii I'ii lh m..:¡sr!l^r¡i;i:-,,t í s ir,r':Tî: *(J*t)r¿il;r 'lhcti 25k*tti
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be'ing greater in number. The precisjon of some measurements, however,

is as high as .05keV (Rytz et.al., 7972). In thjs case, the binding

energies of electrons knocked out by the alpha particle and the excita-

tion energies of the atomjc electrons must be taken into account. The

recoil energy and the energy given to the electron cloud surrounding the

product nucleus can be calculated.

The most precise alpha particle energies are measured using a

- magnetic ana'lyser calibrated by aìpha particles of known energy"

Semiconductor detectors are also used to measure a'lpha particìe energies,

but their accuracy is ljmited to about 20keV"

Beta Decay. The three forms of beta decay may be used to determine

mass differences, viz,

l* u- 
zlrY * Qs-

+4.. ß'
Z" ztrY*Qe**znocz

|x -e=e= zliY * Q".."

L-2

1-3

1.-4

The first two reactions involve fhe emission of a beta part'icle from the

nucleus. The energy of the emitted beta particle is measured in a

beta ray spectrometer. Typical accuracy for these measurements is usual'ly

about 10keV, although in some cases measurements have been made to

accuracies better than .1keV (Bergkvist, 1972). The spectra associated

with beta particle emission is continuous up to maximum beta energy" The

"end-point" energy corresponds to a decay with the emission of a zero

energy neutrinq and gives the mass difference betvreen parent and daughter

atoms. The third reaction is an electron capture in which an atomic

electron,usually from the K-shell of the atonu is captured by the nucleus.
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The resultìng cascade of electrons produces x-rays, the sum of whose

energies must be measured in order to determine the mass difference

between the initìal and final states. Although no measurements as

precise as those for beta emission exiSt, electron capture measurements

are in genera'l much less rel iable.

Nuclear Reactíons. in generaì, a nucìear reaction can be repre-

sented by the equation:

a+X Y+b+Q 1-5

also written as;

X(a,b)Y 1-6

The Q-value for such a reactjon with a knowìedge of the masses of parti-

cles a and b gives the mass difference bdween atoms X and Y" Some of the

more common reactions in the region about A = 200 involve the pairs of

particles: n and y, d and p, t and p, and d and t. The reaction Q

values which can be measured to the highest precision involve the measure-

ment of gamma rays emitte¿ trom nuclei excited by an inelastic collision

with a thermal neqtron from a nuclear reactor" These (n,y) measurements

regularly have uÁcertainties lower than 0"5keV. The (y,n) reaction and

reactions invo:lving other partic'les are usually less precise, having

uncertainties greäter than 10keV.

At the lighter regÍon of the mass table 0aA-< 50 more exotic parti-

cles are used to produce Q values for nuclei far from the valley of

stability. Heavier projectiles,such as multiply charged 7Li, 180, etc. ,

have beerr useci in pickup reactions,and,more recently,masses have been

measured by the double ðñärge exchange reaction using negative pions

(Nann et.al .,L979 and Kamal et.al., tgTg).
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1.3 Atomic Mass Table

Atomic mass differences and absolute mass measurements can be set

up as a system of linear equatÍons in which the masses are the parameters"

Since the number of measured mass differences far exceeds the number of
masses, the system of equations is overdetermined" These equations are

used to derive "best'l values for the masses and mass differences by the

method of least squares (t4attauch, 1960)" In this way, ârV inconsistent

or erroneous data can be detected and, if necessary, eì iminated . The I97l

Atomic Mass Evaluation (l'Japstra and Bos L977 a,b) íncludes an adjustment

of all available mass spectrometric, decay energy,and reaction energy

data.

Thjs labonatory has made and is making ímportant contributions to

the "mass table" especia'lly in the region A = 140 to 190" The chloride

doublets (chapter 5) from this laboratory, together with very preciseìy

determined reaction energies, produce a "backbone" of precise data aìong

the line of beta stability (Wapstra and Bos,Ig77b)"

1"4 Mass Formulas

An important purpose of mass;formulas is the prediction, on the

basÍs of well-known data, of the masses and binding energies of nucl.ides

in regions of the mass table where the data are poor or non-exístent.

These formulas are often used to predict the limíts of stability or the

proton and neutron dríp lines. In order to agree with experimental

results most mass formulas take into account major characteristics of

r'{)e nt-tcleus':vhÍcfr catr be clescribeei ir¡ terms; r¡f the:;hc,:-ll modeT ayrd the

iíquíd-drop model. The differences between mass fonmujas usually aríse
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from the ways in whích the liquid-drop model or the shell model with

corrections is modified and combined numerically with empirical para-

meters. Examples of the mathematical methods used to combine theore-

tical parameters with experimental results are the Hartree-Fock method

(Quentín, L979), solving inhomogeneous partiaì difference equations

(Janecke, L979), and Nilsson-Strutinsky type calculatÍons (Ragnarsson,1979)"

fhe agreenrerrt r,,r'iûh experimeni;ai'iy determined b indinE energíes is as

good as 300 to 500keV for the better mass formulas.

One of the most succesful mass formulas, aìthough used only for a

small number of nuclei, is the isobaric multiplet mass equation (IMME).

The success of this formula has prompted the use of its results in the

1977 Atomic Mass Evaluation as valid independent input data. A quadratic

form of this equation was used to give data with stated uncertainties as

low as 40keV.



Chapter 2

ION OPTICS

2.1 Magnetic Sectors - @

In the case of a unjform magnetic field, which is perpendicular

to the trajectory of the ions, the radius of curvature of the ion beam

is:
Mvam=Bq

The ions are clispersed according to their momentum and charge" In his

study of first order focusing properties of magnetjc and electrostatic

sectors, Herzog (1934) expressed the propertjes of a magnetic sector in

a form sirn1 lar to Lhat for an optical system in which a prism is fol lowed

by a converging cy'lindrical lens.

Refering to Fig. 1_, the ions diverge from the obiect point 0

with half angular spread cr, enter the uniform field normally and are

deflectedthroughanangìeof0,withradiusa*"Theionsthenconverge

at the ímage point I. The focal length is given by

f- - a-lsin@,:
ilt ilt ¡|l

2-2

2-L

The obiect and image distances are related by

f*2 = (1r' - f*cosom)(lm" - fn,cose,n) 2-3

If the mass changes to M = lto(l+v), the velocity changes to v = vo(l+e)

and the obiect is disp'laced an amount b*' then

f-L
b*" = ar(ß+v)tr * ¡;,TÇ)-bm'ç+sm 2-4

is the clisplacement of the image from the axis wher" 9m f*cosÕm"



Fig. 1

l"lagneti c Sector

Fig"2

Electrostatic Sector
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For ß, Y,= 0 the magnification is

þ*" 
- 

f*
il-Ç-%

that is, dependent onìy on ì*'" The resolution of the magnetic sector

depends on the obiect slit width So such that the centers of two mass

groups M and l'1(t+v¡ must be separated by

sin( Õm-rm'-.*" )

â*cose*rrcos (o*-e*' )

2-5

2-6

2-7

2-8

2-9

2-r0

2-IL

normal entry and

the fie'ld boundary.

Sf
rr OIï.D*' = T-1:î-

m

to just resolve them" For the case where

y+

we have from equaùion

1/=
I

23=o

2-4
2So

m

a_
ilt .rf

(.|,"'-g-)(1+ T-r=)' u¡ -ur' rm -9m'

In the case where the ion beam is swept across an Ímage sl it of wÍdth

Si, the resolution is degraded by a factor of two when S, is equaì to

the image width

In the case of oblique entry, the form of the focusing equations

does not change but the paramaters 9,, and f,n must be altered to:
â*cos e*t cos ( o*- e*" )

9*' =

gttt =
sin(o*-e*'-.*")

where er' is the

rr" is the angle

-il.ne equation or

ç _ u*aotr,ntcose*"
m.rrrr sin(or-e*t-.*")

ang'le the incident ions deviate from

between optic axÍs and the normal to

the focal I ength becomes

tf*' = (lr'-9r, )(lr"-9*,') 2-12
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The ímage displacement b*" a'lso dependS orì er' and e*":

o "-l rl

h 'r = h'r-TF m) + (ß+y){ar(l_coso*) +-m"mt'm.l

I ¡¡" 
(s i nÕm+tanEm" ( 1-cos om) ) Ì '2-13

To solve tbr bn,', Inerely exchange the primes *ìtr' ü,. double primes.

The case where the ion beam does not enter and exit the magnetic field
normaì]y has been discussed by Herzog (1934) and cartan (193i)"

2.2 Electrostatic Sectors : First Order Theor.y

The rad'ius oí'curvature of the beam of ions in a radial electric
field created by two concentric cy'lindrical electrodes wíth radii ae * k

and a" - k and an appl ied potential of V is

^ - ,MvZr4k
"e 

_ \Zq /!l e

for a. much less than k"

2-14

The first order focusing equations are similar to the equations for
the magnetic sector and are given in Table I. From the equations it can

be seen that for a monoenergetic beam of ions where g+ \/Z = 0" the

electrostatic sector has no mass dispersion" The electrostatic sector

is commonly referred to as an energy analyzer and the magnetic sector

as a momentum anal yzer. Thus ít is seen that the electrostatic sector

cannot be used as a mass spectrometer and the magnetic sector gives a

mass dispersion complicated by a veiocity dÍspersion. If the velocity

dispersion of the electrostatic sector is used to cancel the velocity

dispersion of the magnetic sector we would have a double focusing mass

spectrometer depending on mass and charge only.

In the case of the two Manitoba spectrometers, the electrostatic

sector precedes the magnetic sector and the image of the former is the



TABLE i - FiRST ORDER FOCUSING EQUATIONS

Magnetic Sector

Normal Entry:

a* = Mv/Bq

f* = ar/sino*

9* = f*coso*
tf*' = (lm'-gm)(l*"-g*)

f_ß
b*" = a*(e"rv)(I -l*q) - b*'#k

Electrostatic Sector

- - l,tv24k
"e - -2õv-

f. = a./ /2sin/2ø"

9u = fucos./Zl"
)f.'= (le'-ge)(.|."-g")

b." = a"(ø+t/z)(l+Ge) - b*nG.

T
n_eu" - J-r-qe"e

Obl ique Entry:
q r,_l ¡r

b*" = bm' (T) + ( e+v) {am(l-cosor)+lr" (sirìe**l¿¡rrr (t-coso*) ) }

. _ u*aoso*tcose*"
I'n-W
_ t _ amcoso*'cos(o*-e*")
9m

^ rr _ amcoso*"cos(o*-e*')
9m
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object of the latter. From the focusing equations in Table I, the final

image dispìacement will be:

b*,, = (au(o+y/2)(l+Ge)-b.,G")n*r-l*" *
'm

( s+r ) {a*( 1-cos or)+l *" ( s'irìo¡¡*t¿¡r*" ( l-cos om) ) }2- 15

Velocity focusing occurs when the ß terms vanish, that is when:

a"(1+Gu) = u*(1-cosor)+

'l*" (sinÕ*+t¿¡.*" (1-coso*)) " 2-L6

The resolution can be derived from the above ectuations and is

¡M-2sor,, lu'-9"t

ü= %(t+r¡r)" 
2-17

From thís equation it is evident that the resolution depends on the

parameters of the electrostatic sector on'ly.

The mass dispersion can also be shown to depend only on the para-

meters of the magnetic sector,as one might expect by'looking at the

focusing equations "

2.3 Second Order Focusing

The focusing equations given above ignore any second or higher

order terms in the haìf angu'lar spread cr, and the velocity spread ß.

The effect of these terms, if they are not negligible, will be to defocus

the image and thereby degrade the resolution"

Hintenberger and König (1959) studied second order focusing in

tandem electrostatic and magnetic fieìds. They expressed the deviation

of the beam from the optic axis at the collector slit as a power series

of e and ß, viz"
,2

Vg = B1o + BZB * I11o' + Br2aß + BZZ1' " 2-18
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The coefficients are functions of the eight geometrical paramaters; Qm,0e,

e*',e*", a./a*, 'lu'/ar, 1*"/a* and d/a* where d is the distance between

the two field boundaries. The requirements that the 5 coeffícients be

zer.o yields 5 equatíons. Thus, 3 of the parameters may be chosen and a

unique solutìon found for the remaining 5" The 5 equations were derived

with the assumpt'ion that the ion trajectory is confined to the median

pìane and the boundaries of the fields are abrupt. Hintenberger and König

solved these equations for eight sets of geometrica'l parameters. The

geometry of Manitoba II (Fig. 3) was chosen from this list of second

order focusing geometries.

/{ìthough the assumptions made by Hintenberger and Konig are not

attainable in practice, their affect on the second order focus is minÍmal.

An upper limit of the second order coefficients for Manitoba II is

estimated by Barber (19i1). The effect of fringing fields is discussed

by Burrel l (7972). In his work, Burre'll shows that the fringing fie'lds

move the posítion of the double focus but do not change the second order

coeffi ci ents .



Fig" 3

Geometry of Manitoba II
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Chapter 3

APPARATUS

Manitoba II is a second order double focusing mass spectrometer in

which the electrostatjc sector precedes the magnetic sector. Fjg. 4

shows the instrument as it was during the present work" A detailed

descriptíon of Manitoba II is given by Bishop (i969). The salíent

features of the machine are given below.

3.1 Source

The source used in this work is similar to the "Finkelstein source"

described by Von Ardenne's (i962)" Fig" 5 shows the source with the face

plate removed" The oven is made from a squashed .635 cm" stainless steel

tube with a ltrmm hole drilled through the short diameter of the tube.

The hole is centered with the face plate and the Re filament is placed

between the oven and the pole piece. Irlhen properly assembled the fila-
ment can bå seen through the hole in the oven, and the hole is centered

with respect to the face plate" Attached to the oven is a gas feed-

through,through which gas of volatiìe samples can be allowed to pass.

Volatile sampìes are kept in a cool location outside the source and

introduced through a copper tube attached to the gas feed-through. The

material is thermalìy insulated so that controlled heating of the sample

is possible. If the samp'le material has a high melting point (eg. greater

than 400oC) it can be pìaced direct'ly in the oven. The filament heats

up the oven to a temperature sufficient to vaporize the sample.

/{ negative repeìler vo'l'Lage'is placed on ühe source body with respect
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to the oven (Fig. 6). The magnetic field created by passìng current

through the external windings'is paralle'l to the central axis of the

source . El ectrons emi tted by the f i I ament are conf i ned to trave'l 'l i ng

back and forth throught the oven hole. The electrons will ioníze some

of the gas in the oven. if the pressure'in the oven is high enough,

a plasma may be formed within the oven.' Typical currents from this

source are on the order of 10 uA or more.

3.2 Source Arnr

A positjve voltage Vu of 19,400 Volts is applied to the oven in

order to extract the positive jons" The beam of ions then passes through

a set of deflection p'lates and electrostatic quadrupoles (Southon,1973).

These can be adjusted to focus the beam on the principle slit So (Fig" 7).

The principal slit can be varied in width and tilted slightly about the

optical axis. For a resolution of 1/100,000 the slit width is calculated

to be 5.4 um. The slit-source assembly is mounted on lathe slides and is

coupled to the electrostatic analyser through bellows" This enables one

to alter the angle and position of the beam on a horizontal pìane as it
enters the electrostatic analyser.

Thecrslits are located close to the entrance of the electrostatÍc

analyser. They are usually set at 1.2 mm to give a of about 2,,lO-3radians.

3. 3 El eqlrostatic_Analyser

The electrostatic analyser consists of two gold pìated cyìindricaì

electrodes machined from blocks of Armco lron. The electrodes are



Fig. 6
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insulated from the stainless steel base plate by quartz blocks. The 2 cm

gap is maintained by quartz spacers. The outer plate is forced towards the

inner pìate by an arrangement of Inconel springs. The voltage app'lied to

each pìate is nominalìy 400 Volts. The voltage is supplied by four 97.2 V

batteries ìn series, each made of 12,8"1 V Eveready mercury cells. Each

set of four batteries is grounded through a precision 200 ohm resistor.

The batteries and the complementary cjrcuitry are enclosed in a temperature

control I ed envi ronment to enhance stabi 1 i ty ( Fi g. B)

The electric field is terminated at both ends of the electrostatic

analyser by grounded blocks according to Herzog's (1935) theory. The

anaìyser (Fig. 9) is mounted on three ball bearings to faciljtate move-

ment in the horizontal piane. An l-beam bolted to the base pìate supports

the source region and allows the electrostatic analyser and source to be

moved as a singìe assemb'ly. A pivot for the electrostatic analyser is

located at its focus so that when the electrostatjc analyser is moved, the

angle of the ion beam entering the magnet is changed. A set of lathe

slìdes is positioned at the focus of the electrostatic ana'lyser so that

ûir¡: posirion àrtrl ;1¡11lr: al ivilich the Íorl beani eni;er-s Ll'ie irirtgnet, "a¡: i;r,t

¿rdjLrsterl" At the intermediate focus is positioned another variable sl ít
SU.,This slit has the effect of limit'ing the range of energies transmitted

by the electrostatic analyser and is usual'ly set at 3 mm, a value

correspondìng to ß= tS<10-4. The height sìit Sh located at the entrance

to the anaìyser may be used to limit the height of the beam. In this work

the slit was left wide open so that maximum transmission could be achieved.

In this case the height of the beam is limíted by the size of the magnet

beam tube (about 1.7 cm)" Hov¿ever the beam was invariably well within

these ì imits
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3.4 Magnetic Analyser

After passing throught the drift tube the jon beam enters the gap

ìn the 5 ton magnet. The geometry of the magnet appears in Fig" 3 and a

photograph ín Fig. i0. The yoke is made in 3 c-shaped sections" Two

coils are located around the back of each c. Each pole face is made

from a sÍngle block of Armco iron" A 2.5 cm gap is maintained between

the pole faces by 2.5 cm Inconel spacers" To smooth out the field and

adjust for any irregu'larities in the metal, there are 3 mm shimming gaps

determined by aluminum spacers above and below the pole faces" The tilt
of the top poìe face can be adjusted to eliminåte any radial variation

in the field if necessary" In the region 3 cm inside the physical

boundaries the uniformity of the field is i/5,000 at fields of.3 to .BW/*2

(Bishop, 1969)" The stability of the magnet suppìy and its circuitry is
discussed by Southon (1973) and by Sharma (L979)"

3.5 Detector Arm

, The detector arm (Fig" 11) includes the image or collector sìit S.,

the Helmholtz coils and the detector. The ions leaving the magnet first
encounter the field of the Helmholtz coils. This field varies lineariy

and in phase with the sawtooth from the dispìay osciììoscope. The effect

of this oscillating magnetÍc field is to sweep the ion beam across the

collector slit" The circuit for the Helmholtz coils is given by Sharma

(r979')

The colìector slit is the same design as the object slit. Since the

magnification of the instrument is 0"5, the width of S. must be half the
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h,idth of So for the optìmum combination of resolution and sensitiv'ity. For

exanrple, if at a resolution of I/100,000, So = 5.4 um then S. = 2.7 pm.

The ion detector is a Mulland model B4i9 AL channel electron multìplìer

piaced 2 cm behi'nd Sc. The signal from the detector is amp'lified and fed

into the data collect'ion devices. Sharma (1979) has given a more compìete

description of this detection system.

The source arm is mounted on a stainless steel frame wh'ich allows

vertical and radial adjustment of the collector, In order to make this

possible, there is a stainless steel bellows'immediately after the

magnetic analyser beam tube.

3.6 Vacuum System

S'Tilce the path ìength of 20keV ions jn ajr at S"T.P. is extremely

short, the path through which the jon beam travels must be kept under

hÍgh vacuum. The mean free path of a molecule in air js the average

distance it can travel before colliding with another molecule. The mean

free path can be calculated from kinetic theory, viz,
1 0.005¡.(cm) = -:J_=-?-

/2nD'N
3-1

where D is the diameter of the gas mo'lecules, N is the number of gas

molecules per cubic centimeter and P is the pressure in Torr. The latter

approximation holds at room temperature"

Given À, and the path length x, the number of unscattered particles

N from an incident beam of No particles is
-ultN=Noe^"' 3-2

The total length of the ion path is x = 4.59 m for Manitoba II. If
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scattering is to be kept to less than r% and preferably ìess than 0"1%,

then N/No = 0.999 and therefore'À = 4,590 m for 0.r% and x = 4sl n for r%

scattering. The corresponding pressures must be P = 1* 10-8 Torr and

P = 1*10-7 Torr respective'ly. Note that at a pressure of P = 1x10-6 Torr

only 8.8% of the incident beam js scattered whereas at P = Zx10-6 Torr

almost 17% of the beam is scattered. Even at such loltr pressures large taiìs
on the peaks can be seen on the live display of the ion beam. Lesser

amounts of scattering may have an appreciable affect on the measurement

of close doublets and doublets having an unfavourable abundance ratio. It
is fbr these reasons that a very high vacuum (better than 10-7 Torr) is

necessary in the mass spectrometer"

The vacuum ín the source arm is maintained at pressures somewhat

higher than the rest of the machine. The source provides a considerable

gas load to the system as its best operating pressure is between 10-6 and

10-5 Torr. A diffusion pump with a water:cooled baffle and liquid nitrogen

co'ld trap, located next to the glass stand-off, takes most of the gas

load from the source. The second diffusion pump is jocated on the source

side of the principie slit. Both pumps are backed with a rotary mechanical

pump.,' when both pumps are operating with liqui,c nitrogen in theír cold

traps,the pressure at the princip'le slit drops to below 10-6 Torr.

The conductance through the principle slÍt is small so that the

contribution to the gas load in the electrostatic analyser from the source

region is small. The electrostatic plates are housed in a stainless steel

box sealed to the base plate with annealed gold wire. Affixed to the

or¡tside of this box is a 140 l/s ion pump and a port with a valve for

roughing purposes. Between the magnet and the electrostatic ana'lyser is

a stainless steel drift tube with bellows at.each end which give flexibility
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vrhen adjusting the electrostatic analyser posjtion. The magnet tube is

made from stainless steel pìate welded to form a box with correct radius.

The source arm has a 50 l/s ion pump attached to it between the sweep coil

and the object slit. Ail material used in the construction of the vacuum

enclosure is non-magnetic 304 stajnless steel. Viton 0-rings are used

in the source region while the remaining flanges have meta'l gaskets"

Aìthough pressures of less than 3 *10-B Torr throughout the system

have been achieved normal'ly, the typical pressure ín the electrostatic

analyser during this work was about 2*10-7 Torr" It is thought that this

results from a poorly annealed gold wire gasket. However the pressure

was sufficientìy low that tails on the peaks were not significant.



Chapter 4

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

4.1 0peration of the Source

A description of the source is given in section 3.1. The foìlowing
is a description of the operation of the source as it pertains to this
work.

The source should be turned on gradually, especially if a new

fi'lament has been installed. After about fíve minutes, the filament is
turned up to its normal operating current - about 10 A, the repeller
voltage is turned up to between 300 and 400 V and the potentiaì dífference
betureen the filarnent and the oven is set at about -100 V. The filament
emission current is about 10 ma and usually increases with age of the

filament- This reflects the change in the filament as sputtering takes

p'lace- The higher the emission current, the shorter the life of the

fi I ament.

In this work, some of the samp'le material was located external.ly to
the source- In the case of Hgcl. it vras heated sufficienily by wrapping

the external copper tube containing the sampìe with Nichrome ribbon

insulated by fibergìass cloth. Current is passed through the Nichrome ín

in increasing amounts until a sufficient quantity of the sample is ionized.
If the sampìe material is heated too strongìy at first, the vapour will
condense in the feed-through and block it so that no sample will get

through.

If the samp'le material has a high melting point, such as TlCl (430oC)

or PbCl, {sotoc), the material ís put directiy into the oven. The heating
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by the filament temperature and distance ofof the samp'le

the filament

is control led

from the oven.

4.2 Transmission of Ion Beam

The ion beam is monitored in the following way in order to bring

it to collector slit S." A current, which is measured on the first
probe, can be over 10 pa when the source is operating with a plasma

visible in the oven hole. l^líth this probe removed, the jons may be detected

at the second probe at the si it S, The second probe is:located..bebÍnd

the jaws of the B slit at the direction focus of the electrostatic
anaìyser. This coìlector consists of two plates, one at each end of the

ß slit. l^Jhen the beam is swept vertically by adjusting the vo]tage on

the deflecbion p'lates, the ion beam detected at the probe is a minimum

(between two maxima) when it is on the median plane.

The ion beam passes into the magnet after passing through the center

of the ß slit. Once the beam is correcily adjusted at the ß slit, the

final detector is the next position where the beam is located.

Once ions are around the machine, the spectrum of masses must be

identified. At the time of writing, the mass number could be determined

from the magnetic field setting to about t 2 mass numbers at mass 200,

froin a blind start. The mass number is then determined by correlating

the number of peaks, relative heights of peaks and peak to peak separa-

tion at each mass number with the expected spectrum. An exampìe of an

expected spectrum for Bicl, Pbcl and ilcl is given in Table II. Note

that the reìative heights cannot be given between dis_similar6e¡¡peu¡fl5

(eg" PbCl and TlCl). The relative heights of the dissimilarcompounds



TABLE II _ SAMPLE SPECTRUM

Mass #
Ax35cr

¡M/t'l
A-2Y37 

c1

238

239

240

241.

242

243

244

245

246

2o3Tl (et.6¡n
zo4Pb (.75)

2o5Tr (53.4) 1/4g,ooo 2o3Tr e"z)
2o6Pb (re.z) tlss,zoo 2o4Pb (.zs)
2o7Pb ( ra. z¡ 1/5o,ooo 2o5Tt ( 17.1)

zo8Pb (36.7) r/4l,3oo 2o6Pb 
rc.z)

2oeB'¡ (3) 1/3o,ooo 2o7Pb 
rc.z)

2o8Pb :.z.z)

ZoeBi 
( 1)

*Intensity ratios, between ionic species having the same

elemental structure, are in brackets"

The order of the doublets is as it would appear on the display

oscilloscope in forward sweep mode. That is, the heavier members appear in
the left column.
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depends on the ionization effic'iency, vapour pressure and amount of sanpìe

material in the source.

4.3 Focusing

Before doing any measurements, the machine must be direction and

velocity focused. The test for a velocity focus is to superimpose a 10 V

square v\,ave o nto the high vo'ltage of the source. The frequency of the

square wave is one-half the frequency of the display osciìloscope sweep

so that, if the instrument is not velocity focused, a peak will be dis-

pìaced with respect to itself on alternate sweeps. A velocity focus can

be attaìned by moving the collector sljt radially in or out and adiusting

the magnetic field up or down respectively to return the peaks to the

collector slit. The change in the magnetic field results in a change in

the velocity dispersion of the magnetic sector so that it matches the

velocity dispersion of the electrostatic sector.

To test for a direction focus, the electrostatic analyser is swung, and

the peaks move toward the outside of the instrument until they reach a

"turn-around"- If the analySer is swung even furthen, the beam will

move back to the inside of the instrument. The direction focus, charac-

terized by a distinct sharpening of the peaks, should occur when the ion

beam follows the optic axis; that is, at the turn-around. A direction

focus may aìso be tested by def'lecting the beam a small amount with the

horizontal deflection plates. This gives the ion beam a mean path off

the optic axis after the principal slit in the direction of the applied

deflection. If the focus is before or after.the collector slit, a

lateral movement of the dispìayed peak will occur" The machjne can be

brought to a direction focus by swinging the analyser to the turn-aroun$
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and/or by adjusting lu'.

Standard procedure is to direction focus the instrument first,
then velocity focus it. Thr's procedure is repeated as many times as is

necessary to achieve a double focus. When a first order focus is attained,

a second order focus is guaranteed (Barber,1965). Therefore no additional

adjustments have to be made in order to achjeve a second order focus. In

principle, this method of focusing is adequate if the jnstrument is aligned

well and already near a focus. In practice however, the qua'l'ity gf the

double focus can be affected by other geometric factors. In particular,

if the object and image slit are tilted with respect to each other, there

will appear to be a poor direction focus" The tilt of the princip'le

slit should be adjusted if a vertical deflection moves the displayed

peak latera'lly. When the principle slit is adjusted, the collector slit
alignment can be changed to get optimum resolution" There is a definite

improvement in resolution if both slits are aligned vertically.

If the principle slit is much wider than the image formed by the

quadrupo'le lens, the image may be moved across the slit by the horizontal

deflection plates" This property is used to investigate the quality of

the image formed by the quadrupole lens and to improve the transmission

of the beam at the principle sjit. The cojlector slit width is set to

match the image width"

4.4 Peak Matching

The determÍnations of absolute masses and mass dífferences is

convenientìy accomplished with the doublet method. This procedure calls

for tr'lo ion qr or-tps of similan massu usual]y with a ¡M1M of fr"om 1/2,000
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to I/60,000. The mass difference between the ion groups is measured us'ing

the peak matching technique described below. If an absolute mass deter-

mination is requ'ired, a suitable reference, of mass simjlar to the unkno\,,rn,

is chosen. In the most accurate work, this reference mass usualìy consist

of the primary standard iZC und the secondary standards 35C.|, 37C1, 160,

and lH

In order to "match" a peak to a reference of the same nominal mass,

a square wave of ampìitude AV. is superimposed on the electrostatic

analyser p'late voitage V" (F'iS" B). Since the frequency of the square wave

is one-half the frequency of the display osci'lloscope sweep, the two peaks

vlill appear to be superimposed on the osciìloscope if AVe is the correct

magnitude. The superpositíon of the two ion groups imp'lies that their
paths through the mass spectrometer is the same, or at least their end

point is bhe same. This information is made useful by "Breakney,s

theoremu (Bleakney, 1936 and Swann, i931)" It states that two ion groups

of mass M and M' may be made to follow identical paths in electromagnetic

fields. In the special case of an unchanging magnetic field, aìl electro-

static fields must be changed an amount proportional to their difference

in mass, that is:

M'V'

orforM=¡M+M'and

^M-fi--

4-r

¡V + V:

4-2

In the case of Manitoba II, the acceleration vo]tage, the quadrupo'le

deflection plate voltages and the electrostatic analyser voltage must

be changed to follow this theorem. The acceleratÍon voltage and quadrupoìe

deflection plate voltages are switched with an accuracy of at most 1%

=MV

t, I

^V-V
ü
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because the related fields are not crjtical in determin'ing the path of

the beam. The latter property is a consequence of double focusing

geometry. The peak position is most sensitive to the electrostatic

analyser voltage. The value of nVu whjch corresponds to the matched

condition is deriùed and measured as described below" Since M is known

to sufficient precision, the doublet spacing AM may be calculated from

equation 4-2.

4.5 Data Acquisition

Once the instrument is focused at the mass region of intereSt, aM

must be estimated so that the voltages in the mass spectrometer can be

set to obey Bleakney's theorem. When the voltages are set to switch

correctly, the two ion groups of whÍch the mass difference is requíred,

will roughly'l'ine up on the dfspìay osci'l'loscope. Two methods have

been devised to determine AVe for which the two ion groups coincide" The

two methods are refered to as vÍsual matching and computer matching"

These methods have been presented in (gishop,1969; Meredith,1972;

Southon ,Ig73; Kozi er,!977; Sharma ,Ig7g) "

Visual matching" Once the two ion groups are roughly matched, the

trace corresponding to the lighter mass and the trace corresponding to

the heavier mass are routed through two separate amp'lifiers A and B"

The gains of these amplifiers are adjusted so that the amplitudes of the

peaks are the same. These signals are fed into a signa'l averager

(Fabritek Model 535) (Fig. 14)" The signals are alternately added and

subtracted from the memorï of the sígna.'l ô.veraqer. If the peaks are nçt
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matched (that is, if they are not superimposed on the disp'lay oscil'loscope),

an S shaped error signal wilì appear as the contents of the memory of the

signaì averageraredisplayed. oVu is adiusted to either side of the matched

condition until the error signal disappears" if the peaks are matched, a

null s'ignal will appear on the oscjl'loscope display of the memory contents"

This rnethod is accurate to about 1/500 of a peak width for an individual

match.

In the course of one "visual run", three different paramaters are

changed to g'ive eight different matches per visual run. The parameters

are:

a) the Helmholtz coils are adiusted to sweep the

beam across the obiect slit from the inside of

the machine to the outside or vice versa

(fonvard and reverse)

b) the po]arity o¡ ave is changed (add and subtract)

c) amp'lifiers A and B are exchanged (A and B)

Computer matching. In the computer matching mode, pulse counting,

rather than signal averaging, is used in the signa'l averager. AVu is

applied on'ly once for every four display oscilloscope sweeps. lluring

the remaining three sweeps of the oscilloscope, a sma'lì potential ôVl

is applied to the electrostat'ic analyser during the first of the three

sweeps and oV, (oV1 = -ôV2) is applied during the third sweep. The

voltage 
^Ve 

is set so that it is as close as possible to satisfying

Bleakney's theorem. Usually, a visual run is made to determine this

voltage. The result is that during the first and third sweeps, the two

ptir.l<s whosr: lnci:,:. d iFf.y'¿r¡iilg í;;, hi:içç.¡ f¡lír¿lsli:'r:;r-l ¿Tr: a-lf çn*i'i r:rl the dìsplay
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oscil'loscope. AVl and nV, shift the unswitched peak to the left and right
of the matched conditíon. Each of these four sweeps is accumulated in
a separate quadrant in the signal averager. The signals are timed so

that the trace corresponding to the application of nv" is a'lways accumu-

lated in quadrant i. One computer run is composed of eight matches.

Each of the eight matches has a different configuration composed of the
three possible choices:

a) tVu can be added or subtracted

b) the sweep can be forward or reverse

c) oV, can be interchanged with oV, (norma.l and

bac kwa rd )

The length of time that data ís accumulated depends on the inten-
sity of the peaks. Each of the eight matches is read onto a computer

tape. The tape ìs taken to the IBl4 37/158 computer on the University
of Manitoba campus and anaìysed. The method of anaìysis is gÍven in
detaiì by Meredith (1972) and Kozier (Ig7t).

Timing" The timing circuitryand requirements are discussed

thoroughly by Sharma (1979). The primary timing signaìs for both methods

of peak matching are square waves derived from GuildlÌne choppers powered

by synchronous motors. The square wave for the visual method is derived
from a chopper located inside the "Bishop box". Fig. 12 and 13 have ail
the timing signals in the correct phase with respect to each other for
both '¡isLral and computer matching" These figures are from Sharma (Ig7g).

4.6 Measurement of ¡Ve

-fhe 
measurenrent of nv. is perhaps the most critical element in mass



Fig" 12

Timing for visual matching"
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Timing for computer matching"
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determinatjons on Manjtoba II. U'ltimately, the accuracy of the determi-

nations depends on the precision of the mass spectrometer and the

precision of the potentiometer which measures oV". In order to g'lean the

most accuracy from the experiment the precision of both instruments must

be matched. The precision of Manitoba II is determined from the uncer-

tainty in the measurement of a mass, Viz,, ' '.

9$ = rnt-{,) 4-3M "'\ aM/

where f is the fraction of a peak width withÍn whìch the peak position

can be located, R is the resolution and M is the Mass. The precision

therefore will be

ÂM

T- = fR 4-4

If the best performance of the spectrometer corresponds to f = i/i0,000

and R = I/250,000 then (eishop,1969)

ôM _ 0.4
M iog

The error in the measurement of lvu, that is nv., should be propor-

tional to ¡M" Therefore, for a voltage of B00Vr" aVe = 0.32 1C-6 J/.

The potentiometer must be capable of measuring nv. to an accuracy of

t0.32 v. The potentiometer built by Bishop (1969) is contained in a

temperature controlled perspex box along with the mercury batteries

which supply Vu and the Guildline chopper used for visual matching

(Fig. 14)" The operation, calibration and circuitry included with this

potentiometer is described by Bishop (1969)"

4.7 Systematic Correction

4-5

If two ion

tor^y thr'ouc,h the

beams of mass M and M' follow exactìy the same trajec-

n¡.ss spee 'f rrrmetf,tn then al i vnl taçJes ilr"¡s l: i:;c sv,l,i'te !:;-.:li
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Fig" 14

paneì and "Bishop box".





TABLE IiI - RESULTS OF TI^IO DISSIMILAR DOUBLETS

207Pb35cl _2o5Tl 37cl

4417. I 112.9 v

4405.7 x 5.2 'v

4389.29 t 4.65 c

4379 .26 t 4. 50 c

4420.25 t 3.30 c

44L9.58 t 2.81 c

4402.63 ! 3.74 c

4420.89 t 4.94 c

4402.32 t 4.74 c

440L.83 t 5.84 c

4414.22 t 3.64 c

4393.7 x 4.1 v

4420.7 x 3.4 v

4414.26 x 4.05 c

4426.L6 x 2.77 c

4472.50 t 1.92 c

4418.39 ! 2.07 c

4419 -75 tI2.46 c

4434.68 t 3.19 c

4397 " 11 t 3.75 c

2o6Pb35cl 
z-?o2ug

9719.I7 x 4.75

9720.32 t 3.57

9722.I9 x 3"72

972t "83 t 3. 18

9719 "86 t 4. 75

9721.66 x 2.50

9722.24 t 5.53

9725.19 x 4.24

97?2"72 t 2"50

9722"Lr ! .68

9723"20 t 2"84

37 
"."'2

V

V

V

V

V

V

\,

V

V

V

V

V

c

visual run (section 4"5)

computer run (section 4.5)
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accord'ing to B'leakney's theorem. An unswitched transverse voltage wìì1

displace M and M' an amount proportional to AM. The two ion bearns will
be brought back into coincidence if lV" is adjusted an amount proportiona'l

to M and the unswitched voltage"

A systematic error caused by such an unknown and unswitched voltage

has been studied by Southon (tgzs). He concludes that a ìarge portion

of the correction must be related to the electrostatic analyser. The

mechanism by which this may occur Ís the collection of charge on insula-

ting layers on the analyser plates" 0ther possìble mechanisms inc'lude,

charging up of the quadrupole electrodes, charging up of beam pipe wa'lls,

and charging up of poorìy grounded slits and beam probes.

A systematic correction may be made by using a wide doublet of a

well known mass difference. For examp'le, the 35cl-37c1 mass difference

is known to at least 32 ppb and has been used extensive'ly in this work.

The peaks chosen to do this "calibration" are chosen so that one is a

member of the narrou¡ doublet to be measured. Typically, a proportionaì

correction of from about 0 to -300 ppm has been observed in the course

of thìs work. The correction remains fairly constant (t20 ppm) over a

time period of a day but may change by large amounts over longer períods.

A graph of the systematic correction as it varies with time is given in

Fig. 15. The measured correction is app'lied to the narrow doublet under

study-

4.8 Problems Assocìated t^lith Peak Matching

Two ìnteresting problems which may be encountered wh'ile visual or

computer matching are forward-reverse bias and add-subtract bías. The



Fig"15

Variation of systematic error with time.
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foru¡ard:reverse bÍas is usuaily the easiest to remedy. If this probìem
is caused by an assymetricaì appìication of nv" to the erectrostatic
anaìyser plates, it can be traced to the Bishop box and associated cir-
cui try.

The forward-reverse bias has been a more puzzring probìem. Fortu=
nately, the bias is approximateìy equa'r and opposite for the two modes

so that when it makes its occas ionar rare appearance the average of
all the matches in one run is the "correct,,value. It has been observed

-to be as large as 1.2% (computer run of 206pb35cr-204pu37c1 
on Dec.17,

L979)' although the mean for this run is consistent with other normal
resuì ts .

Disimilardoublets, or doublets of different elemental constitution,
almost a'lways give somewhat erratic results. Two dissimilardoublets, one
with erratic results and one with very well behaved results are given ín
Table III. An expÏanation of this behaviour is given by Kozier (rg77)"
He suggests that chemicarìy dissimi'rar ions may be formed at srighily
different locatjons in the ion source. For example, if two different
ions were preferentially created with a vertical separation in space and
momentum, they would follow ion paths of different height throughout the
instrument- The focusing conditions may be quite different for these
two ion groups' Also, if the princip.le slit was tilted with respect to the
vertical' the two ions would be separated verticaily and horizontajly when
they 'l eft the s I i t.



Chapter 5

RESULTS

5.1 Introduction

Seven new atomic mass differences (fable iV) were determined using

the Manitoba II mass spectrometer. The doublets measured occur in the

spectra of Hg, Tl, Pb and Bi chloridesand doublechlorides" A schematic

diagram (Fig. 16) of the connections made in this region of the mass

table indicabes that this work is an extension of the work done by

Kozier (L977 ) on the isotopes of Hg.

5.2 Experimental Considerations

To obtain the ionic species used in the doublets for these measure-

ments the compounds HgCìr, PbClZ, TlCl and BìCì3 were used. The measure-

ment involving 204eu 
was made with a sampìe of PbCl , enriched witl',204pu.

This changed the intensity ratio to about B to 1 from a natural abundance

ratio of 76 to 1. The members of each doublet are not always complete

molecules of the compound used, but may instead be ionic fragments of

the parent moìecule. For example, the samp'le material was BiCl3, wh'ile

the fragment used was Bicl+ in the measurement of 209Bi35cl-207pu37c'1.

The two mass unit jump provided by the 35Cl-37c1 mass difference

has been used often (Sharma, IgTh Kozier,1980; and others) and gives

rise to the following types of mass doublet measurements used in this

work:



TABLE IV - NEI^J MASS DIFFTRENCES

Code Doubl et Mass Differences (uu)

a

b

c

d

e

f

205T1 35Cl

203T1 35ct

206en35c.t,

207Pb35cl

208Pb3scl

2o6Pb35ct

2098i 35cì

203T1 37cl

2o1H937Cl

- 2ozns37 cl,
205T1 37cl

206Pb37ct

204Pb37c1

207 
Pb37 cl

5031. 7 x I.0

4995. 2 t I.5

9722.09 t .57

4413"5 t 2.8

5136"4 I 1.0

4370.7 ! r.2

7454"1 r 1"5



Fig.16

New Mass Differences
are jndicated by solid lines" The dashed lines in
Hg, except for connectior j, are from Kozier (Igll)"
The * signifies an absolute mass measurement by
Kozier (1977)
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, A+2.,35^, þ "7l. X-ut -'y"'Cl =Ml 
5_1

TT A+4v35.t - Ay37cl^ = M^rr" ^ vtz- L C

where X and Y may or may not be the same element. In prev'ious work

((ozier, L977 ), absolute mass measurements (Fíg. 16) were determjned

from doublets of the type:

IiI. Hg - CZC15 = M3 5-2

where the CrC'lU is used as a standard mass.

Six of the measurements done in this work are of type I. The

four unit mass iump, type II, was used for the 206pb35üz-202Hg37ct,

doublet. Doublet spacings range from about l/28,000 to about 1/55,000"

The resolution, attained while measuríng these mass differences; FângêS

from 1/100,000 to over 1/250,000.

The new values for the doubletspacìngsare given jn Table II and

v¡ere determined from 10 to 20 runs on each doublet" Each run is either

a computer run or a visual run consistíng of eight matches per run

(chapter 4). The mass difference corresponding to one run is the straight

average of the eight matches. The error jn each run is the reduced

standard deviation of the ejght matches. The final value for the doublet

spacing is taken to be the weighted average of all the pertinent runs.

The wéighted average of the runs of a doublet with a mass difference for

each run of xt toi is:

5-3

to be the largest of

5-4

5-5

<x> = (rxrlor') /r(r/ or2) .
i"il

The uncertainty associated with this value is chosen

the internal and external errors:
29

oint= Ll zI/ o,-

o?nt= r1 l*'**- )z / o 
rz ¡ ¡rt/ o 12) 

(*- r) .
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The lvel I behaved doubl ets , that i s, the doubl ets whose runs \,rere

consistent within the errors assigned to thenr, vJere completed v¡ith the

least number of runs. All of the chemicalìy similar doublets and the
206Pb35cl 

z-z}zunllcì, doublet were vrell behaved. As described previousìy
(section 4-7), the chemicaìly dissimilar doublets exhibit a tendency to
produce erratíc results between runs. For exampìe, in the worst case,
207PB35cl-205T137c.|, the internal error is 0.78 uu whereas the external

error is 2"75 uu. These uncertainties indicate the lack of consistency

between runs that, individually, are internalìy consistent. The average

precision of the mass differences in this work is about 6 parts in 109,

lvhereas the average precision of the seven Hg doublets reported by

Kozier (1977, 1980) is about 3 parts in 109. The lovrer average precision

in this work is indicative of the number of chemicalìy dissimilar doublets

meas ured "

5.3 Discussion of Results

The seven neþJ mass differences presented in this work are compared

in Table V with earlier measurements of these doublets which were used

ín the input to the 1977 Atonic Mass Evaluation (Wapstra and Bos Ig77b).

Only two mass differences differ appreciably (more than 1o ) from the

comparision values. I'lhile doublet a does not deviate substantially,
coublet d is definiteìy in disagreement with the mass table. However, the

new measurement agrees with the old Mclatchie et.al"( 1964) determination"

This suggests that the mass table value reflects the influence of other

data not compared direct'ly here.

It is not easy to jdentify the origin of the discrepancy untiì a



TABLE V - COMPARISON OF NTl¡l I4ASS DIFFERENCES WITH OTHER I,JORK

Code This Work Mass Table* McMastert twl-tll2 twl-NcMt

a 5031.7 11.0 5024 t6 5040t4 7.7!6.I -8.3t4.1
b 4995.2!I.5 4gg4 t5 4997t3 1.2t5.2 -1.8r5.2
c 9722.09 ! .57 9723 t 6 -0"9 t 6.1

d 4413.5 r 2.8 4424.9 ! 2.8 4413 t 4 -1i.4 r 4.0 0.5 t 4.9

e 5136.4 t 1.0 5i35.7 ! 2.L 5136 t 2 0.7 ! 2.2 0.4 t 2.2

f 4370.7tI.2 4369 t6 4378t3 1"7x6.L -7.3!3.2
g 7454.1 I 1.5 7453.2 t 2"5 7444 t 3 0.9 ! 2.9 i0.1 r 3.4

All mass differences are in ur.
*M.Lut.hie er"at " (1964)
*1977 Mass Evaluation (Wapstra and Bos 1977b) adjusted values.
1thi. work. Ztgll Mass Evaluation adjusted values" ,
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least squares evaluation of all of the data in thjs area of the mass table

is completed. Soneevidence which supports the value reported here can be

found by ca]cul ati ng a mass 'loop (Fi g. L7) . The mass di f ference fnom
zOlHg to 207pb can be evaluated in two independant ways. The first
method uses the mass differences obtained from doublets b, a and d. The

alternate route is via the mass difference obtained from doublet c.

single mass unit jumps from z}tug to202Hg and from 2o6pb to 207pb.un

be made up in different h,ays. In particurar, 'ottn(n,y)z02ug (tone et.ar.,
1975 and Breitling et.â1., rgTs) is used in the former and the 206pbH-207pb

mass spectroscopic doubìet (Ker"r et.al., I}TI) and a 206pb(n,v)207pb

(Orphan et.aì., 1974) are used i n. the latter. The data available for
these jumps is given in Table VI. The two and four unit mass differences

are b, â, d, and c and have been calculated from the doublet separations

using the high precirion 35cl-37cr 
mass difference gÍven in the r9l7

Atomic Mass Evatuation (l^lapstra and Bos, I977a). These values are given

in Table VII"

If all of the measurements are consistent with each other, the ìoop

should close, that is b+a+d-h-c-j =ô where ô is zero within the error.

tt jt and h1 (or hr) are used, g = -r"l tl"r uu while using j2 results

in ô = -2.7 t4.1 uu. Thus, the loop cìoses to at least wíthin the'largest

error attributed to any single mass difference (tZ.B uu). As required,

the 1977 mass table adjustments for this group of data are consistent

within themselves; however, they are based partial'ly on the older and

less reliable FlcMaster results (Mclatchie et.a'i ., 1964) as well as on

other data havi ng 'low prec'is i on.

Since it is the adjusted values of doublets a and d that disagree

with this work, it is instructive to determíne which input data contri-

bute to this effect. The input data that form the shortest connections



Fig"17

Data usecl in the calculation of the "closed loop".
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TABLE VI - LOOP DATA

Code Value Quoted Type of Measurement Reference Mass Difference (u)

il 77ss.0 t 0.7kev* tottn( n,r)202lg Breiti g#(tgls) i.ooo 33g 7 t 0 B

iz 77s4.2 t t okev 201Hg(n,y)202lg Breitig (i97s) i.000 340 I t 0 9

h1 6394. g ! z.ouu* 206pbH-207pb Kerr( rgTt) i.001 430 1 t ? 0

hz 6739.3 t 1.9kev* 206Pb(n,v)207Pb Orphan (1970) 1.001 430 0 t 0 I
*1977 Mass Evaluation (I^lapstra and Bos) adjusted values"
#'nrv tlio'3i3,:i,:ii 

låfi:,i"hor 
wirr be used in this

TABLE VII - CALCULATED iSOTOPIC MASS DIFFTRINCES AND SzN VALUES

Code Mass Difference (u) Srn (kev) (where applicable)

a 2.0020815 t10
b 2.0020450 t16
c 4"003 821 69 t 65

d 2.0014633 t29
e 2.002 1862 t11
f 2.0014205 t13
g 2.0045039 t16

14 203"9 t 0.9

i4 i06.4 t 1"0

14 819 "7 x 1"2
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between the two isotopes in doublet a and doublet d are shown in Table ViII
A schematic representation is given in Fig. 1Ba and l8b. The results
of the calculations (Table iX) indicate that the input values are generaììy

in agreement with this work. Curiously, the adjusted value for doublet d

seems to be higher than any of the values calculated from the input data.
It may be that a generar reast squares evaruation of the data, in which

the new va'lues,rrpplant the McMaster values, will suggest the origin of
the discrepancy.

5.4 Szn Values

The Stn values for doubrets a, f, and e (Tabre vII) are protted

in Fig' 19 along with Szn values for other even-N nuclides in the range

I20 N 130- The lnost obvious feature of the p'lot is the sharp break of
the curves at N = L26 corresponding to a major shell closure. Another

distinct characteristic is the similarity of the curves fnom element to
element. The change of slope at l'l = 124 is particular'ly ínteresting in
that jt has been suggested that the final pair of neutrons in the i26-
neutron shell is Ín a predomínant'ly p% state (l,tclatchie et.al ., i964).

5.5 Atomic Masses

No absolute atomic masse.s have been measured during this work.

However, the masses of a number of isotopes can be calculated from the

new mass differences and the absolute masse, of 201Hg and z02ug given

in the ìeast squares adjustment of Kozier et.al. (1980). The results of
these calculations and the data used to calculate them are presented



TABLE VI I I OTHER INPUT DATA

Code Type of Data Resul t Reference ¡M (u)

k

I

m

n

o

p

q

r

u

V

t^J

2o5Tl (n,y)206Tl

206Tt 
( e- )2o6pu

2o3Tl (n,y)2o4Tl
20411 (e-)20apu

'o'nn(0, p) 2o3Hg

,orrn(e-)203n

20711 (f3- )207pn

2o5Tl (r,p)2o7rj
206Pb35cl _204Hs37c1

'o{nn(¿, t) 
2o3Hg

*Wapstra and

6503.4

1530

6655.8 t 0.3kev

763.4 t 0.2kev

3768 t Tkev

49I t 2kev

1431 t Skev

4BB0 t lSkev

39?9 t 4pu

-1242 t 5kev

Bos (tglla)

0.  kev Col enbrander( 1974)

4kev Wiesner( 1972)

Charvet( 1974)

Wol fson ( 1968)

Moyer( 1972)

Nijgh(igse)

Davi dson (L967)

Haus tei n ( 1969 )

McLatchie( tg0q)

Andersen( 19i0)

1.001 683 34 t
.001 642 5 t4

1.0000447 tZ
1.001 579 7 t

"000 Bi9 5 t
1.002 232 t I
.000 527 x 2

.001 536 t 9

2.004 188 t16

2.000 979 x 4

1.000 614 t 5

+

+

34

3

0

3

2

206pb-205Tt (so) tz4t.4 t z.0kev 1977 Mass Table*



Fi g" l8a

Input data used in the calculation of 205T1-2031'¡

Input data used in

Fig.18b

the calculation of 2o5Tl -207p¡.
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TABLE IX - COMPARISON MASS DIFFERTNCES FOR DOUBLETS A AND D

Code Doubl et Data used ¡M (u)

205-, 203_,
tt - l¡

mrnrorf

krl,n,o,f

ffirCrpr9

krl,c,p,q

McMas ter*

Mass Table adjusted
val ue

This work

205T1 _ 207Pb

FrU

Srtrh

hrvrwrqra

McMas ter*

Mass Table
adjusted val ue

This work

2.002 076

2.002 080

2.002 072

2.002 076

2 " 002 090

2.002 074

2.002 081

0!24

4t91

0tB5
!12

t4

t6

5110

2.00L 449 t1B

2.001 471 7x4
2.00i 468 t 7

2.001 462 9 t 4

2.001 474 I t
2.00L 463 3 t

28

29

* Mclatchie et.al., 1964



Fig.19

Plot of Srn vs. N for even-N in the region 116-<N-< 130.
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in Table X. The last column of this table gìves the difference between

the values calculated in thjs work and the output of the 1977 Atomic Mass

Evaluation. The systematic difference of approximately 15 uu originates

from the atomic masses of 201Hg und 202Hg and has been discussed by

Kozier et.al. (1980).



TABLE X-ATOMICMASSES

I sotope Data Used This Work ¡(uu)

eolug

202Hg

203T1

205Tt

204Pb

206¡rg

208Pb

207 
Pb

2098i

2098i

*

*

to ttn*o

2o 1H g*b*u

,orrn*r_,

,or^n*,

2o2Hg*.*.

2o2Hg+b+a+d

2o 1H g*b*u*¿*g

202Hg+c+¡+g

?00 "970

201.970

202"972

204.974

203.973

205 "974

207.976

206.975

208.980

208.980

308 24

647 42

353 2

434 7

048 6

469 L

655 3

898 0

401 9

403 0

x42
t50

t45

=+o
t15

tB

t14

x57

t59

t20

rs2
154

172

247

11 6

14L

143

130

139

150

indicates difference between the values calculated in this

work and the output of the 1977 Atomic Mass tvaluation.

Output values of least squares adjustment in Kozier et"â1.,

( le8o).
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